
Rifle and 
pistol club

Headley Park 

Civilian Service Rifle (CSR)

Equipment :
Most CSR shooters use 22LR or 300 Blackout calibre rifles in semi-automatic, straight pull or bolt-
action guise, however any range certificate compliant firearm -/- ammo combination with Iron 
sights or Optics could be used. A minimum 10x shot magazine is preferable, however the course 
of fire can easily be adapted for lesser capacity firearms…  Full webbing kit is optional but you may 
get style points..

About CSR :
CSR is a Range-Officer controlled turning-
target discipline shot “shoulder to shoulder” at 
standard NRA targets, decreasing in distance 
from 100 yrds.

CSR is run on the third Sunday of the month 
on the 100 yrd range, from 13:00 until range 
closing time. Due to the shooting style of CSR, 
there is no need to be on the range at 13:00, 
coming along later is not a problem.

Celeritas et Diligentia : 
The question is, can you get the correct 
number of accurate shots off in a prescribed 
time before the target turns away?

If you need any more information regarding  
CSR at HPR&PC, please contact 

csr.hprpc@gmail.com

mailto:csr.hprpc%40gmail.com%20?subject=


What do you do? :
A couple of new commands are introduced to many shooters for the first time at CSR, these are:
“watch-out” :– targets are about to turn
“make safe” :– empty chamber, bolt forward, safety catch engaged and loaded magazine inserted
...these are ‘like’ “stand-by” and “load option-2” in IPSC shooting.

Starting from the 100yrd firing point with rifles “made 
safe” a target, which starts ‘turned away’ is turned facing 
towards the shooter and is engaged with 10 rounds 
from a supported standing position. After the prescribed 
time, the targets turn away. The range officer checks all 
chambers are empty and then all rifles are “made safe”.

Only when the whole squad are “made safe”,  
the squad under RO control advances to 
75yrds where a second target is turned to 
face the shooter and engaged with 10 rounds 
kneeling from behind a barricade.

The squad is then “made safe” and under RO 
control advances to 25yrds where a second 
“Huns head” is turned to face the shooter and is 
engaged with 10 rounds standing. The RO then 
clears all the rifles which are flagged or bagged 
and the scoring and excuse giving can start.

Again after whole the squad is then “made safe”  it 
advances under RO control to 50yrds where the first 
“Huns head” is turned to face the shooter and engaged 
with 10 rounds kneeling or standing.

Clearing away is simple just a 
small amount of furniture to be 
returned to the 100yrd Firing 
Point and the targets, control 
cables and battery returned to 
the maintenance shed.

CSR can be shot as a 
team event with a bolt-
action and semi-auto 
in a ‘squad’, the annual 
R.J. “Helicopter and 
Pick-up” challenge is 
one such event, as is 
the Firing Solutions 
“Balti” challenge.

Some of the standard NRA 
targets used for CSR.
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